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THE MOON 

(Fr Dan Bădulescu) 
Ro version: http://www.hexaimeron.ro/Cosmologie/Luna.html 

 
 

  And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth. 
 
"In the revolutions of the moon we find anew proof of what we have advanced. When it stops and 
grows less it does not consume itself in all its body, but in the measure that it deposits or absorbs the 
light which surrounds it, it presents to us the image of its decrease or of its increase. If we wish an 
evident proof that the moon does not consume its body when at rest, we have only to open our eyes. If 
you look at it in a cloudless and clear sky, you observe, when it has taken the complete form of a 
crescent, that the part, which is dark and not lighted up, describes a circle equal to that which the full 
moon forms. Thus the eye can take in the whole circle, if it adds to the illuminated part this obscure 
and dark curve. And do not tell me that the light of the moon is borrowed, diminishing or increasing in 
proportion as it approaches or recedes from the sun. That is not now the object of our research; we 
only wish to prove that its body differs from the light which makes it shine. I wish you to have the same 
idea of the sun; except however that the one, after having once received light and having mixed it with 
its substance, does not lay it down again, whilst the other, turn by turn, putting off and reclothing itself 
again with light, proves by that which takes place in itself what we have said of the sun… Now God 
commanded the sun to measure the day, and the moon, whenever she rounds her disc, to rule the 
night. For then these two luminaries are almost diametrically opposed; when the sun rises, the full 
moon disappears from the horizon, to re-appear in the east at the moment the sun sets. It matters little 
to our subject if in other phases the light of the moon does not correspond exactly with night. It is none 
the less true, that when at its perfection it makes the stars to turn pale and lightens up the earth with 
the splendour of its light, it reigns over the night, and in concert with the sun divides the duration of it in 
equal parts. 
 
The moon, after having twelve times run her course, forms a year which sometimes needs an 
intercalary month to make it exactly agree with the seasons. Such was formerly the year of the 
Hebrews and of the early Greeks… she, too, has an immense body, whose splendour only yields to 
that of the sun. Our eyes, however, do not always see her in her full size. Now she presents a 
perfectly rounded disc, now when diminished and lessened she shows a deficiency on one side…. 
 
I believe also that the variations of the moon do not take place without exerting great influence upon 
the organization of animals and of all living things. This is because bodies are differently disposed at 
its waxing and waning. When she wanes they lose their density and become void. When she waxes 
and is approaching her fullness they appear to fill themselves at the same time with her, thanks to an 
imperceptible moisture that she emits mixed with heat, which penetrates everywhere… Evidently the 
moon must be, as Scripture says, of enormous size and power to make all nature thus participate in 
her changes… 
 
On its variations depends also the condition of the air, as is proved by sudden disturbances which 
often come after the new moon, in the midst of a calm and of a stillness in the winds, to agitate the 
clouds and to hurl them against each other; as the flux and reflux in straits, and the ebb and flow of the 
ocean prove, so that those who live on its shores see it regularly following the revolutions of the moon. 
The waters of straits approach and retreat from one shore to the other during the different phases of 
the moon; but, when she is new, they have not an instant of rest, and move in perpetual swaying to 
and fro, until the moon, reappearing, regulates their reflux. As to the Western sea, we see it in its ebb 
and flow now return into its bed, and now overflow, as the moon draws it back by her respiration and 
then, by her expiration, urges it to its own boundaries." (St. Basil Hexaimeron) 
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"And when you look at the waning and waxing moon you are taught other truths by the visible figure of 
that heavenly body, viz. that it is in itself devoid of light, and that it revolves in the circle nearest to the 
earth, and that it is lit by light from the sun; just as is the case with mirrors, which, receiving the sun 
upon them, do not reflect rays of their own, but those of the sun, whose light is given back from their 
smooth flashing surface. 
Those who see this, but do not examine it, think that the light comes from the moon herself. But that 
this is not the case is proved by this; that when she is diametrically facing the sun she has the whole 
of the disc that looks our way illuminated; but, as she traverses her own circle of revolution quicker 
from moving in a narrower space, she herself has completed this more than twelve times before the 
sun has once travelled round his; whence it happens that her substance is not always covered with 
light. For her position facing him is not maintained in the frequency of her revolutions; but, while this 
position causes the whole side of the moon which looks to us to be illumined, directly she moves 
sideways her hemisphere which is turned to us necessarily becomes partially shadowed, and only that 
which is turned to him meets his embracing rays; the brightness, in fact, keeps on retiring from that 
which can no longer see the sun to that which still sees him, until she passes right across the sun's 
disc and receives his rays upon her hinder part; and then the fact of her being in herself totally devoid 
of light and splendour causes the side turned to us to be invisible while the further hemisphere is all in 
light; and this is called the completion of her waning.  
 
But when again, in her own revolution, she has passed the sun and she is transverse to his rays, the 
side which was dark just before begins to shine a little, for the rays move from the illumined part to that 
so lately invisible. You see what the eye does teach; and yet it would never of itself have afforded this 
insight, without something that looks through the eyes and uses the data of the senses as mere 
guides to penetrate from the apparent to the unseen. It is needless to add the methods of geometry 
that lead us step by step through visible delineations to truths that lie out of sight, and countless other 
instances which all prove that apprehension is the work of an intellectual essence deeply seated in our 
nature, acting through the operation of our bodily senses." (St. Gregory of Nyssa About the Soul and 
the Resurrection) 
 
"It must be understood, then, that the moon derives its light from the sun; not that God was unable to 
grant it light of its own, but in order that rhythm and order may be unimpressed upon nature, one part 
ruling, the other being ruled… The eclipse of the moon, on the other hand, is due to the shadow the 
earth casts on it when it is a fifteen days' moon and the sun and moon happen to be at the opposite 
poles of the highest circle, the sun being under the earth and the moon above the earth. For the earth 
casts a shadow and the sun's light is prevented from illuminating the moon, and therefore it is then 
eclipsed.  

It should be understood that the moon was made full by the Creator, that is, a fifteen days' moon: for it 
was fitting that it should be made complete. But on the fourth day, as we said, the sun was created. 
Therefore the moon was eleven days in advance of the sun, because from the fourth to the fifteenth 
day there are eleven days. Hence it happens that in each year the twelve months of the moon contain 
eleven days fewer than the twelve months of the sun. For the twelve months of the sun contain three 
hundred and sixty-five and a quarter days, and so because the quarter becomes a whole, in four years 
an extra day is completed, which is called bis-sextile. And that year has three hundred and sixty-six 
days. The years of the moon, on the other hand, have three hundred and fifty-four days. For the moon 
wanes from the time of its origin, or renewal, till it is fourteen and three-quarter days' old, and 
proceeds to wane till the twenty-ninth and a half day, when it is completely void of light And then when 
it is once more connected with the sun it is reproduced and renewed, a memorial of our resurrection. 
Thus in each year the moon gives away eleven days to the sun, and so in three years the intercalary 
month of the Hebrews arises, and that year comes to consist of thirteen months, owing to the addition 
of these eleven days 

The phases of the moon. 
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It is in conjunction whenever it is in the same degree as the sun: it is born when it is fifteen degrees 
distant from the sun: it rises when it is crescent-shaped, and this occurs twice, at which times it is sixty 
degrees distant from the sun: it is half-full twice, when it is ninety degrees from the sun: twice it is 
gibbous, when it is one hundred and twenty degrees from the sun: it is twice a full moon, giving full 
light, when it is a hundred and fifty degrees from the sun: it is a complete moon when it is a hundred 
and eighty degrees distant from the sun. We say twice, because these phases occur both when the 
moon waxes and when it wanes. In two and a half days the moon traverses each sign." (St. John 
Damascene An Exact exposition of the Orthodox Faith) 

 

Let us add to this the fact that the moon rotates around the earth for 24 hours and not 29 ½ days, as 
we are taught. She moves (rotates): 

1. around the earth (circular) (approx.) 24 h; 
2. around the zodiacal completely path (wave - straight/circular - up and down) in (approx.) 29 ½ 

days; 

The late movement makes the moon to show the same face always toward the earth, called "the 
visible side of the moon", the other always remains turned. You can see here a "respect" of this planet 
so important, the smaller light, second in importance to the sun, who never turns back to the central 
earth, with life, where is the man, the crown of creation, and where the Christ was incarnated. So do 
the rest of the planets in their rotation connected to their respective sphere (sky).  

 
The lunar month and its kinds 
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The time in which the moon walks once through the whole zodiac is called also "month" as opposed to 
"solar month", i.e. the time that the sun needs to complete a sign of the ecliptic, "lunar month". But the 
movement of the moon around the earth can be looked around in more ways, and therefore are 
different kinds of lunar months. 

If we look at how much time it takes the moon, to start from a sign (fixed star) and to return again to 
the same sign (fixed star), this is her sidereal movement is, and the range of such movement is called 
"sidereal month". In a month like that this the moon reached a full course in the zodiacal band. 
The time of the movement of the moon is calculated from the vernal equinox point and again at the 
same point is the "tropical moon" or "regular", which is slightly shorter than the sidereal moon and this 
is because the proemptozis. 

The time to move from a conjunction of the moon with the sun, or - speaking more popular - from a 
new moon to another immediately following is called "the period of the synodical movement of the 
moon" or "synodical month." This month is longer than the sidereal. 

According to the astronomers these have the following average time: 
Lunation lasts an average of           27  d   7  h  43 m 12  s; 
Tropical month lasts an average of 27  d   7  h  43 m   5  s; 
Synodical month is an average of   29  d 12  h  44 m   3  s; 
 
For all these months, the synodical month is of particular importance in pascalogy. She is the basis for 
the civilian months to all those people that bound or still bound their holidays by the moon, as to the 
different monthly cycles and especially various kinds of metonic cycle, which ultimately came to be 
used exclusively in common to the pascal calculations of the Jews and Christians. 
 
 
 


